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editor's note
We recently had the most amazing photoshoot with
the best team you can ever find. Shopped the editorial
around to different magazines and all the doors were
shut in our faces.
Well, the doors were not a lot with the recent shut
down of most of the publications.
I have always been a firm believer of “If a door is shut
on you, create your own door and let those who have
been left outside in”.
The shoot that we had was with None other than the
Original South African supermodel Andiswa Manxiwa.
We have previously worked with her a couple of times,
but it was earlier this year at the AFI Cape Town
Fashion week that I was reminded of an amazing model
that she is. In the past, we had worked on productions
and as a team, we thought we needed to remind
people of Andiswa. David had a chat with her about her
transition from gracing magazine editorials and
fashion ramps to the boardrooms. Elam Landu graces
the My Best 5 feature, letting us in on his 5 favourite
things. We have Cooking Made Easy with Siviwe James
and make-up trends by Ivan.
With Oak Mag, we aim to create the greatest, most
stylish, innovative, authentic, conscious, inspiring
entrepreneurial and first of its kind Whats-App
(digital) magazine.
Themba Dlamini
EDITOR
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MY BEST 5

@Oelam shares five things that he can’t live without.
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Music | These are some of the regular artists
on my playlist
Self-Care | An avid believer in taking care of
self and what better than lounging in your
bath with a glass of wine.
Cologne | I love smelling good.
White Sneakers | You can never go wrong
with a pair of white sneakers
Champagne | Always find a reason to
celebrate

@OELAM'S FAVOURITE 5
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O P U L E N C E

P E R S O N I F I E D

BEAUTY FEATURE

Make-Up Trends
WITH @IVANKGADI

Colour is confidence
Black will always be a
it comes to make
powerful trend. Whether up,when
how you translate it,
its on the eye or the lip.
is up to your mood for
From just a line to a
day. Its simply art
strong focus on the face. the and
a way to wear
Black will always be
confidence on the
relevant in your make-up
outside.
kit.
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COVER FEATURE

ANDISWA MANXIWA

Photographer

Make Up

Stylist

@simzkhwanazi

@sipsonbrushes

@katlego.edgar

ANDISWA MANXIWA
CONQUERS FASHION
WORDS BY DAVID NDUMBA

“I was discovered by a former
model - Jacob Phoffu, who then
got me signed by Heads Models.
Jacob met me at a supermarket in
Hillbrow and saw a supermodel in
me despite the way I looked at the
time, a tomboy. My wardrobe only
consisted of baggy jeans and
over-sized T-shirts.

NWhat sold me into it was the fact
that it was a career where I could
earn my own money, when he
broke it down to me - THAT WAS IT!
The first 2 agencies he took me to
rejected me. So you can imagine
my self-esteem, which was
already non-existent. He insisted
that we tried the last one.

You can only imagine my reaction
when this guy approached me and
asked if I was a model.

The third agency, Heads Models
did not even think twice. By that
time, I had even lost my hair

because of the 2nd agency that
asked me to go and colour it, so it
got so damaged that I was left
with no option but to shave it all
off.
Little did I know that that was the
beginning of my career. Andiswa
Manxiwa tells me of how her
career in the fashion industry was
kick started. I know of her
impressive resume but I have
never heard the stories in great
deal so we sat down to talk…

Not only did I not understand the
difference between Modeling and
Beauty Pageantry, but I was also
completely puzzled by this
handsome man, even regarding me
(of all people) as beautiful.
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You were selected to participate in
the Afredisia fashion in New York in
just 3 months of your career; at that
point did Head models have a vision of
what your career should be like?
To be quite honest I don’t know, I don’t
know if this happened by chance or if
they knew that my look would land me
the job but what I do remember is that
when I walked into Jan Malan’s life for
the very first time, it was love at first
sight. Jan was producing that show and
he is a huge fan of Grace Jones, that’s
exactly who he saw when I walked in. He
booked me for that show and every
other big show after that.
Within the same year, you
represented South Africa in the
Fords supermodel of the world
search held in the Dominican,
share some of the personal and
professional stories with your
fans.
I entered the competition on YMag, one of the coolest magazines
at the time. I was selected out of
several other entrants to
represent South Africa amongst
52 other countries. So Y-MAG was
another launching pad for my
career. That show was also
produced by Jan Malan, so it made
me feel really safe to travel to the
Dominican Republic as I was
travelling with a familiar face.
I made it to the Top 20, and I
thought that was the end,
fortunately, Ford Models
contacted my agency - Heads
Models, to send me to New York,
where I was then offered the
modelling contract.

"I DON’T KNOW IF
THIS HAPPENED BY
CHANCE OR..."
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When Fords models New York offered you a
2-year contract, why did you only stay in New York for only a year
and what was your experience as a black body in America in fashion?
It was hard, I was thrown in at a deep end. I was so raw; no training, no
moral support, nothing. I was there on my own with no one to explain
what has just happened to me. I literally had to figure out what being a
model meant, right there and then. I knew nothing about the Industry. I
had no idea of what a big deal it was for me to be there and have that
contract.
If I knew then what I know now, I would have stayed and persevered but I
got homesick, I missed my family. It was the very first time for me to be
so far from home. It was not as easy as it is now, in terms of
communication. I had to attend 20 - 25 castings a day, in snow, with the
wrong outfits. At times I book a job, and the client or the photographer
would give me half their clothes after the shoot, that’s how bad it was. I
had my great moments, but I was extremely lonely for the most part of it.
I was young and naive.
On your return home did you find the barrier to enter the fashion
industry as a black model hard or was it easier as you were a
successful model?
It was much easier actually. I quickly became one of the most sought
after models when I returned. I shot a lot of editorial work, walked in all
the shows you can think of but unfortunately that did not translate to my
bank balance, I was becoming a famous broke face. The type of work or
my look were extremely limiting where the real money was concerned. I
wasn’t commercial enough to shoot commercials, I wasn’t feminine
or pretty enough for campaigns and catalogues. It required me to be real
tough in accepting my limitations.

You have credited Jan Malan for playing a huge role in your life and
shaping the woman you are today, how so?
Jan Malan was actually my saving grace. When he offered me a job in his
production company, I was at the verge of leaving the industry and
finding something else to do as I was starting to feel despondent. I
wanted more for myself, I wanted success, all of it but I was not sure
which direction was next for me. When he presented that opportunity to
me, I grabbed it with both hands. I had no idea of what I was getting
myself into, but I jumped in with dear life. Jan gave me a chance in life,
without even knowing it. I joined his company as a runner, but he saw so
much more in me that a lot happened so fast. It was not long after I had
joined Umzingeli, that I was appointed to be the Scouting Judge for Nokia
Face of Africa.
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From there I became a Runway Coach, I became a show Choreographer, I was travelling the world with him
everywhere he went, learning everything he was teaching me. He was more than a boss, he was like a
father. He is a perfectionist, and so I quickly learned that I must always be a step ahead with work to avoid
upsetting him.
He taught me invaluable lessons along the way, on how to look, how to carry myself and the value of
keeping time. As hard as it was to completely please him, he did not hesitate to give credit when it’s
due. From him I learnt quality over quantity; I learned the beauty of simplicity. I’m a Fashion Show Producer
today because of him.
As a scouting judge for the Nokia and the Mnet Face of Africa you travelled 13 African countries
searching for talent, how do you decide if a candidate has potential?
When this opportunity fell on my lap, I was taken back to when I got discovered, a strange man was able to
recognize a supermodel in me, beyond what I looked like. I only understood years later what he saw in meTHE X-FACTOR, something impossible to describe, but you know it when you see it, something unique that
not everyone has and that’s exactly what I look for. I know it when I see it, It’s a combination of unique
qualities.
What makes your production company different and how are you making it better for black models
and creatives?
My company consists of only women, black women and that in its own is a standout considering that the
industry is male and white-dominated. By being a leader and taking up space is on its own a loud enough
message to black models and creatives not to limit themselves or their dreams and capabilities.
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YOU WERE A JUDGE FOR THE TOP 35
LAST YEAR ON MISS SOUTH AFRICA,
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO PEOPLE THAT
THINK THATPAGEANTS ARE SEXIST AND
OUTDATED?

Firstly everyone is entitled to their own opinion
however it’s always best to hold your strong
opinion on something you know. Most of the
people with these kinds of opinions are the
majority of people that don’t even know what
Pageants entail. All they see is beautiful women
walking the stage half-naked and then win the
prize for being most beautiful and having a
beautiful body but the truth is, this is not where it
starts or even ends. .
Pageants are an extremely empowering
platform for women. They are called “Beauty
Pageants“ for a reason, they break the
notion that beautiful women have nothing
more to offer than just their beauty and
rather solidify that in the most gorgeous
women, lies a powerhouse, a leader, a role
model and a compassionate soul that can be
a voice for change. There’s a journey and a
process of winning a Beauty Pageant.
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"THE PANDEMIC
STOLE SO MUCH"
The interviews, the grueling process of the
judges digging deeper than what a girl
looks like. So let’s be fair, there are
different empowering platforms for every
single person out there, we all have
different gifts, some of which don’t require
any woman to look a certain way. There are
actresses, musicians, even models that
are not necessarily limited to looking a
certain way, but equally empowered and
looked up to by other women. We are not
all gifted the same.
Zozi’s historical win… was a long-awaited
one, not just for beauty queens, but also
models who have been
in this space, limited to doing greater
things because of their look. She was the
perfect ambassador on the right platform
at the right time with the right advocacy. I
personally feel that the pandemic stole so
much of her reign from what I believe she
could have achieved with it. At the same
time, this is definitely not the end for her.
When you’re a Queen and you know your
Queendom, you reign forever, and that’s
who she is.
There are so many scams out there, how
does one go about being a model? In
your opinion what’s the most important
skill that a model agent should have?

I say this over and over; this day and age
where young people have the internet at
their disposal, there’s absolutely no reason
that they should still be getting scammed by
these “fly by night” agencies. Do your
research. You cannot get into any industry
without researching well about it.
For instance, there are so many young
aspiring models that don’t even have a clue
of who I am, who Kaone Kario is, you name
them, but they want to get into the industry
and be successful. They don’t know who
they look up to; they don’t know who has
done what or who is currently doing what.
They don’t care to know because they have
a huge following on Instagram, they look up
to a 50-year-old Naomi Campbell who is way
out of reach. Naomi Campbell is not going to
appear on any local Model Agency’s website!
You need to have local role models that you
aspire to be like, that you know and see what
they do here. That way, even as you look up a
local agency, you see faces that you know,
faces that do the real work! That’s your first
and simplest way to see a
legitimate agency from a fake one.
Secondly, a legitimate agency will not ask
you for monies every month. The only initial
fee you need to have is for a Test Shoot that
the agency arranges for you and then they
find your work, that’s what an agency doesfinds you work, not ask you for monthly
instalments. If anything you should invest in
is yourself. Your wardrobe, makeup, etc.
that’s what you will need for all the auditions
you will be sent to by a legitimate
agency.
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"BE REALISTIC ABOUT
YOUR DREAMS!"
ANDISWA MANXIWA
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Thirdly, inboxing famous people and
models is not going to get you anywhere.
These people are busy chasing their own
dreams, building their own lives! Find an
agency! GOOGLE!
Lastly, be realistic about your dreams.
Modelling really isn’t for everyone and
anyone who’s tall and slim. There’s way
more you need to have to cut it, and even
that doesn’t guarantee you supermodel
stardom status. Modelling is a very
specific career that is not easy
to crack. Those who have cracked it will tell
you that it’s not child’s play.
It’s not an “if all fails then I can model” kind
of party, it's cutthroat.
Despite all the negatives and scary facts
I’ve stated, what an awesome career to be
able to crack, extremely empowering
to those who want to be empowered, and a
definite character builder and
confidence booster. You get what you
want out of it, some want fame, some
success. It’s all up to you.
What does a new model need to do to
increase the chance of being scouted?
Does a model need to have a huge
following and be self-branding and
marketing 24/7?
In the times we live in, yes social media
presence does boost a model’s demand
and value. So how you present yourself as
a brand, does count in your favour but
agencies play the most part in models
getting work.

During your time as a model, how should
have agencies protected their models and
has that now changed?
I’m answering this from a very personal
space; Model agencies have failed to place
us in positions where we become role
models, as models. Model rates have not
changed.
It is difficult for a 16-year-old who started
modelling yesterday, to respect a 30-yearold who’s been at it for at least 2 decades, if
there’s no difference in their rates and the
way in which the career is being managed.
What is there to respect and look up to if we
are all lined up here, sweating the same way
for a job that will pay us the same? What
makes you better? So there hasn’t been
growth and because of that nobody knows
who’s who in the zoo!
We don’t have “supermodels”, and this for
me, is a lack of agency representation.
Models depend on agencies for career
management, not themselves. So instead of
reaching higher heights as a model, you
become “a has-been”.
Models don’t get magazine covers because
there’s absolutely no “Victoria Secrets”
story to tell. Everything is the same for
everyone and it becomes boring and tiring,
and sometimes with nothing to show years
later.
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"I’VE NEVER
NEEDED STYLING
TIPS"

What are the make-up and hair tricks you
have learned on your journey?
I’ve always been a natural girl, I still am. So for
me, less is more. My hair has always been
short and natural so I’ve never needed styling
tips to learn. And even with makeup, light
foundation and mascara have been my way,
but I’ve recently learned how to put on lashes,
what a treat!
You have been around the world, what have
been your highlights and difficulties as a
black model as well as a fashion show
producer?
My challenges as a black model: My biggest
challenge really was my look. As a model, you
depend on your bookers (who are white) for
your look. You cannot change what
you look like without your booker knowing
because your card looks that way and clients
know you that way. This for me was very
limiting. There’s so much I believe I could have
done, had I been more versatile with my hair.
Our bookers meet us looking a certain way,
they love that look and they stick to that look
but a black girl can be a 100 women in 1 just
by changing her hair, and this is what we as
black girls, fail to teach our bookers. So I
became stagnant, I was stuck and eventually,
I was old and got replaced by younger girls
who had a similar look. I personally feel that
black models need to start evolving season
by season, reinvent themselves. That way,
you keep the industry on its toes.

My highlights as a black model: To be chosen for the
Afredisia Show in New York 3 months into my career was
a definite highlight. That was my very first time on a flight
and out of the country. So many more beautiful things
followed after that, I’d write a whole book.
My challenges as a black producer: The issue of the
budget is major. When the client doesn’t have a big
budget, then you’re good enough for the job but the
minute they have the budget in place, it’s suddenly too
“high profiled” for you, it needs the “real guns”. The issue
of being labelled a “Junior Producer” even a decade later
of you doing it, is a serious challenge.
Highlights as a producer: To be able to produce for big
fashion designers at Fashion
Week is a definite highlight. I have done a number of
amazing shows outside of the country, those were all my
highlights and I take none of them for granted.
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The conversation has been started all over the world, what do you think needs to happen to stop the
unfair pay gaps and racist exclusion?
I love how AFI (Africa Fashion International) does it, we are all equal, there’s a standardized rate for all Producers
and that’s it. We all deliver the work, we all get the same rate whether you’re black or white and no one questions
it. It’s fair and square - Pay me for my job, not the colour of my skin, it’s that simple.

Not much is known about your personal life, please give us a glimpse.
I intend to keep it that way for as long as I’m able to. My personal life is my only sane space that I’m able to run to
and just be, without being judged or scrutinized but to give you a glimpse, I’m very family-oriented. I’m extremely
close to my immediate family; my mom, my younger sister and younger brother. I’m the firstborn of 4 and we
tragically lost our other brother (who was 11 months younger than me) in 2016, which brought us very close.
What’s the one question you have always wanted to be asked but haven’t?
I wish I could be asked about what my life looks like outside of the fashion industry. My life is completely different
outside of the industry. I’m simple and boring to those who come to me for the hype they see in public and on social
media. It has been extremely difficult to sustain friendships and relationships because of that fact. Most people
are attracted to the “Industry Andy”, and not the real Andiswa Manxiwa. Andiswa Manxiwa is not going to be
found at home chilling in high heels, wearing caftans and strutting. She chills in her sweat pants and hoodies,
comfortably and unapologetically so.
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Editor / Themba Dlamini
Written by / David Ndumba
Photographer / Simz Mkhwanazi
Photography Assistant / Thekiso Mokhele
Styling / Katlego Magano
Make-Up / Siphiwe Xaba
Model / Andiswa Manxiwa

HOMEMADE
GEMERE

NON CARBONATED AND NO PRESERVATIVES

COOKING
MADE EASY

with Siviwe James

Tomato Pasta Sauce

Ingredients:
1kg Ripe tomatoes
4 carrots (roughly chopped)
3 whole cloves of garlic
A handful of fresh Oregano and Basil
Olive Oil
A drizzle of Crema of Italy Balsamic reduction
from Woolworths
A good pinch of salt
Honey
2 Celery sticks
1 cube of stock
Method:
Preheat your oven at 220 degrees. Roughly chop
up your tomatoes and carrots. Throw all the other
raw ingredients into an oven proof pot or deepdish oven tray. Cover your pot with a lid and leave
it to cook undisturbed for 1 hour. Lower the heat
after an hour to 150 degrees and stir the pot to
blend the flavours.

Give it a bit of a taste and add a tablespoon of
honey (dependent on the level of acidity of the
cooking stock). Season accordingly as it
progresses. Keep checking on it every 45 minutes
until the vegetables have darkened and are sticky
in texture. The sauce should have thickened. Once
you are happy with the consistency of the pots
contents, pour them into a food processor and blitz
till a thick sauce forms. Return the sauce to the pot
for another 1 hour 30 minutes. Add 250 ml water, a
cube of stock (veg or chicken) and let it cook down.
Taste to check seasoning.
Once cooked through and the flavours are
combined, decanter into a jar or freeze
friendly container and use in stews, soups and
pasta dishes.
I always have a jar of this in my fridge or freezer.
This pasta sauce recipe is fantastic as you can add
a multitude of vegetables to it. Butternut,
aubergines, whatever it is.
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THE DAY
EDUCATION
BROKE THE
INTERNET
Adeola recently posted a photo of her
graduation that caused a frenzy on
social media. This started a whole
new conversation around how we see
women as a country and also how we
view models.
"I really wasn’t expecting that picture
to trend so much and I’m glad it did."
Adeola says. She received a lot of
messages from different people who
sang her praises and how she
inspired them to either go back to
studying or complete their degrees.
With her career taking off, her studies
suffered and its the reason why it
took her about 9 years to complete
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Own Lane
Own Race
Own Pace
BY THEMBA DLAMINI
"it’s necessary for the narrative that models aren’t really smart
to change." Adeola

The infamous graduation photo
What were you studying and
why did you choose that
course?
I studied Psychology and
criminology. I chose to study
this because it was something
I’d also had an interest in. I also
chose it over studying law which
was my first choice because I
wanted to model and study at
the same time and knowing
myself, studying law would have
been almost impossible solely
because I wouldn’t have the
amount of time needed to study
full time and model.
Did you study because it was
something to “fall back on” or
it was always your dream?
Going to university and
getting a degree or two or
even three (lol)
isn’t really an option, it’s what’s
expected of you as an African
child. Whether or not I was
modelling, I’d have definitely
gotten it done.

It was something I needed to do
because having something to
fall back on
is very important and education
is key. It’s something nobody
can ever take
away from you. It’s also a way of
‘paying back’ your parents for
sending you to
school in the first place,
showing them the fruits of their
labor.
Did your breaking the internet
shock you?
It really did! I knew I wanted to
celebrate the day by doing
something
extra seeing as COVID-19 had
graduation ceremonies
cancelled. So I opted to blend
both my modelling and studying
together and had the most extra
photoshoot with a gorgeous red
dress and my graduation cap on.
I posted it on tiktok and it got
over 500,000 views. The love I
received from that social media
platform till this day has been
incredible.

Got so much love on Instagram
and twitter as well.
I was just really glad that it
reached so many people and
hopefully inspired a lot of
people as well to finish what
they have started. Be it school, a
business plan, an idea they have,
etc. I had waited so many years
for that moment. The blood
sweat and tears
was worth it.
Do you think models are still
seen as bimbos, just looks and
or hanger to hang clothes on
and that is why there was so
much commotion with your
graduation?
Absolutely! Funny enough, a lot
of comments I got on tiktok on
my graduation was centred
around that. People shocked
that I model and I bagged a
degree. They were pleasantly
surprised. I think it’s necessary
for the narrative that models
aren’t really smart
to change. I have a lot of model
friends who are graduates,
lawyers, nurses etc
and it’s so important for people
to never judge a book by its
cover
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"It was the
hardest
thing I’ve
ever
done."

Was studying difficult for with the endless hours of the many
shoots and the fashion shows you’ve done?
It was the hardest thing I’ve ever done. It was not an easy road at
all. I had so many semesters I’d pay for and not finish. I’d choose a
good paying job over an exam. I’d have to leave the country for
work and miss out on assignments. At some point a few models
and I were studying at the same time and we’d literally sit under
the rails backstage at fashion week to do an assignment.
Apart from that, it was the capability to choose school over
groove. Lol, I was such a bad ass. Somehow I managed to do it
all. Being able to decide what I wanted to do and where I wanted to
be without falling under peer pressure was the biggest flex!
It was not an easy road but I’m so glad I got to finish
Own Lane
Own Race
Own Pace
So where to from here? More degrees or more modelling?
I’m definitely going to get another degree. Modeling is still there
but I’m focusing more on just being, for a change. I want to try
acting. Lock-down showed me a talent I never knew I had.
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THE MODEL
LIST

by Katlego Magano
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THE MODEL LIST
Models in South Africa that have been working and are still working from runway to
print to commercial, these models are killing it in all that they do and are now
branching out into other fields of work. They show us that they are not just
mannequins or pretty faces with hot bodies, but they have vision, and brains to
move into other industries and make a success for themselves.

Alino Katombe
From the face we see when stepping into Fabiani to the runway we have seen Alino kill it in all that he does. Alino
has now gone and started his own business that focuses on bringing health and fitness to ones doorstep.
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Cindy Lee Joseph
Having been in the industry for years, Cindy Lee is an incredible model that has been working consistently
throughout the years. Cindy has now branched out into business and runs her own business that’s growing.

VOLUME 1

Huguette Marara
Gracing some of the top runways on the
continent and look books and even being
part of the “Rise Africa” Legit Campaign,
along side Supermodels Kate Menson
and Adeola Ariyo. Huguette is a force to
be reckoned with in the fashion industry.
Now she’s into Interior design and
creating spectacular homes and stores
in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Bisi Sowemimo
An award-winning model that has been
on every runway in South Africa, graced
some of the top magazines and has
worked on some amazing commercials
throughout her illustrious career. Bisi
now passes her knowledge onto the
next generation of models and helps
push them in various positions of the
modeling industry.
Photos courtesy of Models Instagram pages
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Stevel Marc
Actor, Author, Photographer and Model,
there really isn’t much that Stevel Marc
cannot do. A visionary that has been in
the modeling industry for quite some
time, with huge accomplishments he
does not seem to be stopping any time
soon.

